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60 years of Karate
Karate & the
Olympic dream

A brief look at the
equipment needed to
compete

Bassai Dai Kata

We catch up with
Sensei Merriman on
the Shihan Sato
Tri-Nations UK Tour
We take a closer look
at the origins of this
great Kata
NEW MONTHLY
FEATURE !
Karate Kids – full
page of fun!!

Teaching 4yr olds. A
guide by
Sensei
Wim Tewinkel
In the build up to celebration of Soke Suzuki 60 years in
Karate, we will be looking at Soke Suzuki’s
‘Life n Karate’
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Introduction
Welcome to the ‘new look’ Seikokai International Newsletter.
If you have any articles, events, competitions (results of competitions) or any other interesting
news surrounding your Karate activities, then please share it with us by sending it to
e.s.k.a@hotmail.co.uk
We have some new features and a section for our younger students.
In addition if you are a Chief Instructor of your Country and wish to contribute by being
interviewed, then let me know. It would be nice to have something each month from each country
to share.
You may have a student of the month, the opening of a new Dojo or you may just wish to share
an experience at a seminar. If so and you wish to celebrate these positive things, then forward the
information for inclusion in the future newsletter.
Next year sees a landmark event for Soke Suzuki who will be celebrating 60years of training in
the art of Karate.
So in the build up to next years celebration gathering to be held in Japan* we will each month be
looking at our honoured leader and discovering things about his time in Karate and hopefully
sharing individual experiences about our involvement with Soke Suzuki.
Please forward your information your memories and fun times or training experiences of Soke
Suzuki (including photographs JPEG if possible) to e.s.k.a@hotmail.co.uk and we will share these
with the International Seikokai family.
Finally we will be looking at other aspects of Karate and this month we take a look at the failed bid
of Karate becoming an Olympic sport.

Yours
Kevin Merriman Sensei
Editor
* Japan November 2104 Leadership Seminar – 60yr Celebration. Details to be posted soon!
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SOKE SUZUKI
YEARS IN KARATE
Article taken from Honbu Dojo Japan Website
Born in Chiba-ken Japan in 1936, Sensei Seiko Suzuki began his career in Karatedo in 1954. In order to find work, he moved to Tokyo,
where he was soon introduced to Sensei Ryusho Sakagami, who had just opened a dojo in the area. Initially the dojo was located in
the Shin-koiwa area of Tokyo, but by 1954, when Suzuki Sensei joined, it had moved to the Kameido area.
Within two years, Suzuki Sensei was named as the instructor of the Kameido dojo in Tokyo, under the direction of Ryusho Sakagami.
While he enjoyed training immensely, he found running a dojo by himself to be very challenging indeed; in fact, there were very few
Karate dojo in the Tokyo area at that time
When Sakagami Sensei decided to relocate the 'Genbukan' Headquarters in Yokohama, he left Suzuki Sensei to teach in Tokyo
without supervision. More than a simple instructor, he became Sakagami Sensei's right hand man and principal assistant in the dojo,
teaching in the Yokohama Headquarters, as well as other Genbukan dojos (as the group was then called).
By 1959 he was named as Chief Instructor in Eastern (Kanto) Japan for the freshly named 'Itosu-kai' group. While Sakagami Sensei
had many good students in Osaka, Yokohama and Tokyo, Suzuki Sensei was certainly considered one of the best. He was renowned
for his ability to grasp new techniques and concepts very quickly and became known for his smooth and powerful technique. He often
performed for Sakagami Sensei at demonstrations and workshops
For example, he was asked to perform the kata Gojushiho at the 1st All Japan Karate-do Championships. Many famous instructors
were at this tournament, and it was at this time that he became known as one of Sakagami Sensei's principal students.
In 1965 he received his 7th Dan, Shito-Ryu Itosukai, and in 1980
received his Menkyo Kaiden, which indicated that he had fully
mastered the entire syllabus. By this time he was a technical director
in the Itosukai group, able to award any Dan grade in the
organization.
Like many of Sakagami's students, Suzuki often trained with the
Kobudo master Shinken Taira as well. This instructor was famous in
Japan as perhaps the most accomplished in the art of Okinawan
Weapons.
After Sakagami's passing in 1993, Suzuki Sensei decided to found his
own style, the Suzuki-ha Shito-ryu Nihon Karatedo Seiko-kai.
Suzuki Sensei continues to follow the path his teacher, Ryusho
Sakagami, set before him. He has returned to the original location of
his great Master's dojo in Tokyo in Shin-koiwa, where he teaches
both Karate and Kobudo. Headquartered in Japan, there are Seikokai dojo in Australia, Canada, England, United States, United
Kingdom, Venezuela, Argentina, Ghana, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Philippines, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Macau (China), Netherlands Antilles and Pakistan.
Suzuki Sensei (left) and Watanabe Sensei (right)
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WKF – PROTECTION
Every four years the WKF carries out the homologation process for

both the compulsory and recommended protections for
the practice of karate. Throughout the homologation periods since the year 2000, the evolution of these protections
has been constant due to the strict criteria and specifications applied. These have been directed towards providing
karate practitioners with maximum security. The following are COMPUSARY in the event you wish to take part in a WKF
Competition.

KARATE MITT
This protection is of compulsory use
and prevents injuries that may be
caused to the rival due to techniques
applied without due control. Its interior,
made of rubber (sponge), adapts to
each shape and it has a specific density
and dimensions to ensure its correct

meeting. The inner component is made
of rubber (sponge) and has a specific
density and dimensions to ensure its

FEMALE CHEST
PROTECTOR
This protection is of compulsory

correct use as well as to avoid
interfering
with
the
competitor’s

use and

movements.

impacts that may happen during the
bout.

use as well as to avoid interfering with
the competitor’s movements.

protects

the

female

contestant’s breasts from uncontrolled

FACE MASK
(CADET CATEGORIES)
This protection is of compulsory use
for both male and female cadet
categories, protecting the contestant’s
nose, cheekbones and eyebrows from
uncontrolled impacts they may receive
during the bout.

BODY PROTECTOR
This protection is of mandatory use
in
competition it
protects
the
competitor’s
trunk from potential
impacts without due control and which

SHIN PAD & FOOT
PROTECTOR
This protection is of mandatory use
in

competition and

aims

towards

might be received during the course of a
match. Its special composition achieves

preventing or reducing potential injuries

a minimum weight and volume so as not
to interfere with the competitor’s

MALE GROIN GUARD

that may be caused to the rival
competitor’s leg due to techniques

movements.

This protection is of recommended

performed without proper control. It also
protects the tibia from impacts which
may occur during the course of the

use and it protects the lower abdomen
against the possible, penalized, impacts
that the contestant may receive during
the bout.
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KARATE AND THE OLYMPIC DREAM?
Sensei Merriman
The
2020 Olympiad
held
promise for Karate as a
participating sport.
The slogan the K is on the way
was branded around as if though
the local elections had come
early.

Increasing appeal of Karate as
a sport and backed this up with
hard evidence and impressive
statistics.
The fact is that Karate is more
popular than most other martial
arts already included within the
games?
The following extract is taken
directly from the WKF Olympic
Mandate:

World
Karate
Federation
General
Secretary
George
Yerolimpos
released
a
document to all WKF members
on 23rd April 2008 stating that
Karate, along with Rugby,
Squash, Golf and Roller Sports,
has once again been accepted
as one of the Recognised Sports
by the International Olympic
Committee and would once
again be vying for inclusion into
the
summer
Olympic
Programme but n May 2013,
Karate and the Olympic dream
were over once more.
I have read the submissions of
all the sports short listed wishing
to become the next Olympic
Sport. By far the WKF bid was
leagues ahead in both terms of
its promises and ambition. In
short it was solid.
The bid had everything it needed
to in order to secure Karate
being
represented
as
an
Olympic Sport. It spelled out the

“Karate
is
a
dynamic,
attractive,
complete
and
exciting sport which instils a
strong desire of personal
growth in young people.
General public Karate
is a spectacular sport with
specific
educational
and
social values, including social
integration, fairness, humility,
physical and mental balance,
the rejection of violence and
overcoming difficulties.
Television Karate is easy to
follow and is attractive to TV
spectator’s Young people.
The WKF has increased its
sponsor income year by year,
underlining
the
strong
commercial
potential
attributed to the sport’s
equipment and image”.
The Olympic Games are many
aspects considered to be the
ultimate target, the pinnacle of
achievement; to be there, to play
a part, to be involved.

The current social recognition of
the value of a sport is mainly
deriving from its presence in the
Olympic Games. Consequently,
almost all public and private
resources dedicated to sport
promotion,
especially
in
countries under development,
are focused on those disciplines
that already benefit from the
help of the Olympic Rings, thus
further increasing the extent of
an existing imbalance.
Karate’s inclusion in the Olympic
Games would contribute in
fostering the social benefit this
sport provides in all five
continents, therefore boosting
the promotion of the Olympic
spirit. Olympic karate would
allow a greater dissemination of
this
sport
&
would
unquestionably lead to positive
values
among
all
social
backgrounds.
As instructors we accept folk
from many backgrounds and
lifestyles into our Dojo’s. We
embrace them, channel them
and focus them. Through their
training in Karate they ultimately
develop ones character in a
positive
manner
and
this
philosophical ethos in Karate is
echoed in the WKF Bid.
It is a shame that the WKF bid
failed, because we all know the
values of Karate are more than
just a sport. If more people
learned the true art of Karate,
the world would be a better
place to live in…..
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BASSAI DAI KATA
The Bassai family of kata are
known as Passai (Patsai) in
Okinawan and Bassai in
Japanese. Although like most
karate kata, its origins may be
traceable back to China, the
most related source to
today's kata versions appears
to be derived from Matsumura
Sokon who lived in Okinawa
from either the late 1700s, or
early 1800s, until the late
1800s (actual source dates
vary due to the era and its
records). All-in-all, the Passai
lineage has a very convoluted
history, from its potential
origins in China through to its
many derivatives in Okinawa.

For example, Mabuni Sensei
performs the kick at the mid
point. Whereas the same
technique is most often
represented as a sidekick.
However, anyone performing
the bunkai with a partner will
find the Sidekick a difficult
implementation relative to the
older forms of knee thrusting
strikes, and foot stomps.

Right: A photograph of the
funder of Shito ryu, Mabuni
Kenwa,
performing
the
opening move of the kata.

The creator of the form was
left-handed. If the practitioner
keeps that in mind, some
more
of
the
hidden
techniques of the form will
become visible.

The Kata includes powerful
blocking and angular defence
against attacks from multiple
directions. It is at least 400
years
old
(based
on
a carbon tested, silk drawing),

The
modern
kanji
representing
Bassai
Dai,
translate as "to storm a
fortress".

Bassai
Dai
is
in
the curricula of the two most
practised styles of karate in
the world today, Shotokan
and Shito-ryu, it is the most
proliferative kata of the
Passai family. This kata is the
second most commonly

Practised "advanced"
behind only Seienchin.

kata

WKF
Shitei
(standard/compulsory)
version of Bassai Dai differs
slightly to versions of the kata
from the 1930s.
The

Article by Jason
Armstrong & Wikipedia
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TEACHING 4 – 5 YEAR OLDS
Sensei Wim Tewinkel

Teaching karate to 4 and 5 year
old kids.
Every Wednesday from 5.00 to
6.00 p.m. we have a karate
class
in
Pemberton
for
preschoolers, kids that are 4 and
5 years old. Meghan Menzel,
brown belt, teaches this class
and she does an amazing job
with these children and the
children love it.

For mae geri itself they have to
kick over an imaginary log and
bring the foot back quickly so
that the log doesn’t roll back.

Once they go from the preschool
class to the junior class they
know a lot of the Japanese
terminology and many of the
basic moves.

She keeps adapting the class
and the way she teaches to what
the children require. If you ever
taught a bunch of small children
you will know how difficult it is.
Most have no concept of
discipline and some just plain do
not listen to what the teacher
says.
Everything has to be on some
level playtime, so Meghan
comes up with various ways to
get the children to do what she
wants them to do.
For example to practice a front
kick with the arms by their sides,
she tells them first to pick up two
buckets that they have to hold in
their hands. The buckets are
heavy so that the arms can’t
move or if they move the slime
or jellyfish in the bucket will spill
on the dogi.
She tells the boys that the gooey
stuff in the buckets is pink or
purple and they sure do not want
any pink or purple gooey stuff on
their uniforms.

Gedan sokuto (lower sidekick)
becomes the stinkbug kick. The
kids have to imagine a big stink
bug on the ground and lift their
leg up high and step down hard
on the stink bug, but then lift up
the leg very quickly so that stink
of the bug does not get on their
feet.
They learn Japanese terms as
they go along, for example
sokuto becomes kicking your
sock with your toe.

ADVERTISE HERE FREE!!!
EACH MONTH WE WILL GIVE
OPPORTUNITY FOR OUR
MEMBERS TO PLACE A
FREE ADVERT IN THIS
SPACE.

Next month we will be
looking at disabilities in
Karate... and asking.... 3Is
there such a thing....?6
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Kids Corner
Find these words in the grid
IPPPON
KARATE
SENSEI
OBI
GI
USHIRO
ZEN
SHIHAN
STUDENT
DISCIPLINE
FOCUS
SPAR
HAJIME

K
C
I
K
Q
U
I
S
S
F
X
Z
V
E
A

S
A
E
A
B
M
W
F
E
K
T
E
A
N
S

D
P
R
T
J
A
P
A
N
C
L
N
G
H
L

I
B
A
A
S
C
U
B
S
A
E
S
I
L
B

S
A
L
R
T
C
N
S
E
L
B
R
K
O
Y

C
W
H
A
Z
E
M
P
I
B
O
T
F
P
C

I
P
P
O
N
G
D
U
S
H
I
R
O
A
D

P
S
T
J
Z
H
A
N
T
V
Z
W
C
I
T

L
O
G
A
B
L
O
C
K
W
I
T
U
Y
H

I
J
U
D
G
E
I
H
J
Y
S
L
S
A
W

N
O
B
I
X
J
P
T
L
T
T
F
J
S
I

E
D
T
X
S
H
I
H
A
N
F
I
G
L
N

I
D
I
S
P
L
Y
N
D
K
M
X
U
U
G

Y
J
G
M
U
M
C
M
G
E
A
A
G
I
O

T
S
T
U
D
E
N
T
U
J
T
B
K
L
T

KICK
PUNCH
BLOCK
EMPI
KATA
DOJO
STANCE
BLACK
BELT
JUDGE
AKA
SHIRO
AO

There are 10
differences
between the
top picture and
the bottom
picture.
Can you find
them?

Move 4 matches to make 3
squares

All answers in next month’s edition
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Sato Shihan UK Tri Nations Tour

M.A.M.E CHARITY EVENT
(Martial Arts Madness for Ella)
This Year Sato Shihan will be
coming to the UK to conduct
a series of seminars on behalf
of a 5yr old little girl from
England
called
Ella
Chadwick.
Last month Colin Punyer
Sensei posted information
about Ella’s poor medical
condition. To recap and in
brief; Ella suffers from a rare
congenital disorder which has
left her without kidneys and
now she requires dialysis
12hrs every other day and
she knows little outside an
hospital ward.

seminar with 9 x World and
European Karate Champion
Wayne Otto OBE, Olympic
Judo Gold Medallist Simon
Jackson MBE, UFC Fighter
Martin Stapleton along with
many others.
This multi disciplined Seminar
is set to become one of
legend and with Sato Shihan

And so my heart felt thanks
go out to Wim Sensei and
Sato Shihan for graciously
affording their time and
unconditional support for the
M.A.M.E Charity Seminars.
Kevin Merriman Sensei

SEIKOKAI KARATE
INTERNATIONAL CALANDER

Dear
Members
please
forward brief details of your
events planned for this year
so as we can form a Seikokai
International Calendar of
Events.
(Above: Ella in her hospital ward)

heading the cause, it is also
set to be a great success.

(above: ticket for Scottish leg of UK tour)

The seminars hosted by Sato
Shihan will help to raise
money for Ella to take a
holiday for the first time.
Wim Tewinkel Sensei is also
aiding in the campaign and
will this month join me (Kevin
Merriman Sensei) in holding a
very ambitious full day

Preparations for these events
are nearly complete and I for
one am looking forward to
them.
However I am more looking
forward
to
seeing
the
happiness of a family which
has had to endure so much
torment,
frustration
and
anxiety since Ella entered the
world due to her condition.

In addition if you have a
student of the year or a
member of Seikokai who has
achieved success in any way
related to Karate, then we
want to hear from you.
Kevin Merriman Sensei

FINAL THOUGHTS
A Zen master out for a walk with one of his
students pointed out a fox chasing a rabbit.
'According to an ancient fable, the rabbit will get
away from the fox,' the master said.
'Not so,' replied the student. 'The fox is faster.'
'But the rabbit will elude him,' insisted the
master.
'Why are you so certain?' asked the student.
'Because the fox is running for his dinner and
the rabbit is running for his life,' answered the
master."

